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Abstract 

The rapid globalization in the second half of the 20th century, promoting a certain set of material and 

monetary values, left deep imprints not only on the economic life, but also on the cultural phenomena, 

including terminology. The uniform distribution and the generalized use of some concepts, ideas and values, 

are imposing trends in communicational behaviours and – for this reason – a certain level of standardization. 

One can describe the effects of this process on Romanian terminologies both in terms of formal equivalents in 

different languages, and in a semantic and pragmatic perspective. The adapted neologisms and the 

generalized use of lexical structures of English origin, the wide spread of Anglicisms are direct effects. One of 

the indirect effects is the current standardization of terminologies and of definitions in sciences (including the 

political ones), but also in trade, services, industry or electronic communication. 
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1. Globalization and Terminologies  

There are not many different views about globalization (and language), nevertheless there are 

some stereotypical assumptions about its linguistic effects. The aim of this paper is not to advocate a 

specific point of view about linguistic globalization, but to help to review, reflect and discuss 

different aspects and the associated issues. My objective is also to bring to the reader’s awareness 

strong and documented assertions about globalization, as the following one, found in Appadurai, 

Modernity At Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization: “Globalization does not necessarily or 

even frequently imply homogenization or Americanization, and to the extent that different societies 

appropriate the materials of modernity differently, there is still ample room for the deep study of 

specific geographies, histories, and languages” (Appadurai 17). 

In a famous interview from 1999 for the BBC, Giddens was putting into question the term 

globalization itself, by considering it as relatively new, as in the 1980s nobody had heard of it or was 

very rarely used. Giddens was overlooking its genesis and was asserting that the term had appeared 

from nowhere and still was everywhere. Globalization was indeed already very popular, and it was 

not surprising, said Giddens, that for this reason it had no determined meaning and it was not clear 

in all contexts, and even at that time its use had stirred an intellectual rejection.  

My main concern is to verify the truth of the following sentence: rather than the globalization 

shaping the terminologies, it is new concepts and terms flourishing in contemporary science that do 

so. Nevertheless, terminologies are becoming global in two directions: a) horizontal, across 

geography limitations, languages and cultures, and b) vertical, across social and cultural boundaries. 

The links between those two directions are complex and characterized by the two-way dynamics. 

Considering the linguistic level, the outcome of globalization could be identified in a transparent 

process, and this is almost obvious. Discussing its implications is a different matter, and identifying 

its advantages and disadvantages could be more difficult. Nevertheless, the facts, the development 

and the implementation of new technologies and new terminologies are leading to the awareness 

that we have to deal with a communication issue, to be approached in a pragmatic perspective. 

As communication is a process whereby knowledge is shared between individual and/or groups, 

we will be interested in terminology as a vehicle to transfer meaning and information. Different 

systems of communication need different vehicles,  and this is the main reason why formulas, 
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conventional names, acronyms are suitable and desirable for technical and scientific discourse, for 

organizational communication. Those are ‘perfect’ tools. 

In a vision related to lexicology and semantics and general phenomena (polysemy, homonymy et 

cetera), terminology is an ‘imperfect’ tool. 

Communication through terminologies must ensure some feature of transmitted information. For 

these reasons, terminologies have to be reliable, clear, consistent, concise, unambiguous, efficient, 

complete, and verified by experts in each field. 

At this point, I have to introduce in the discourse the question of specialized jargons, i.e. the 

information technology (IT) jargon. If for a non-native English speaker understanding terms as: 

cookie, hacker, jpeg, megabytes, PDF, worm, can reveal itself a real problem, the case is similar even 

for many English native speakers who complain about computer language, regarded as a foreign 

language.  

In Microsoft Press (1997) the term .pdf has been given only an explanation, without any 

equivalent being proposed in Romanian: “Extensia de fişier care identifică documentele codificate în 

formatul Portable Document Format, creat de Adobe Systems”
1
. 

Another important point in studying terminologies in specialized communication is the stylistic 

level or the type of discourse: a letter, a conference, a newsletter, a phone conversation will need 

different terminological tools. For instance, medical personnel and doctors use a jargon in oral 

communication, but a specific language in scientific meetings, in written papers, conferences or 

textbooks. 

The implication of globalization for the linguistic level of different languages may be described in 

terms of linguistic policy and traditional attitude to language ‘purity’ or ‘national specific’. The 

efforts of the France state specialized institutions to promote the creation of new terminologies 

according to historical patterns and paradigms, and to banish English loans or Anglicisms, are well-

known. This policy is rooted in the ‘défence de la langue français’ claimed by Renaissance poets and 

in the cultural supremacy of the French state, even in terms of science and terminology. 

If globalization is in fact Anglicisation, we assist, at the same time, at a (global) policy aimed at 

developing terminologies in national languages, especially the ones of Latin descent: the “Union 

Latine” created (in 1954 but functional only since 1983) to promote internal terminology and 

neology in neo Latin languages. Meanwhile, the financial crisis put an end to the organization’s first 

configuration (of 26 member states) in 2012, even though the principles of its foundation remain 

valuable. 

The increased pace of globalization has meant that organizations face far greater competition 

than in the previous decades, and one way to ensure that they remain competitive is to concentrate 

on standardization and internationalization of terms and procedures. The need for clear and 

comprehensive terminological sources has also increased, along with the spread of English use and 

of multilingualism. In this paper, as I set aside considerations whether this context is ethical, if it 

benefits to languages or cultures and focus on examining the effects, I found compelling a short 

overview of the phenomenon, even obligatory to understand the general framework. Globalization 

being about facts and things in the world around us, natural languages are exposed to it and are 

reflecting in complex ways the correspondences with it. 

The expansion of regulation in the European Union has dramatic effects on national 

terminologies in Member States as well. As a result, human resources has become a focus element 

in the general strategies for competitiveness. For some time, academia and even industry have 

concentrated on the debate if new technologies should have national equivalents for each field. 

In Romania, for instance, AGIR [GARE] (the General Association of Romanian Engineers) and the 

Academy of Sciences (Academia de Ştiinţe) have lately elaborated and published the DEX-ŞT, a guide 

in electro technical terminology, in order to standardize, to officially grant the validity of terms 

                                                 
1
The file extension that identifies the documents codified in the Portable Document Format created by the 

Adobe Systems 
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related to this field. The Terminology Commission for Sciences, within the Romanian Academy, had 

published a total of 40 explanatory dictionaries until 2007, unfortunately small sized, where the 

descriptors (accompanied by synonyms that they could have) are followed by the equivalents in 

various international languages. 

It seems that standards and formalization have become increasingly complex in the post-modern 

society, despite the fact that tolerance and ambiguity are the accepted sides of life and human 

activity, as opposed to the veneration for absolutes. 

In fact, when referring to the generalization of Anglicisms or, at least, of loans or lexical patterns 

of English origin, we should not ignore that this phenomenon has been historically generated by the 

economic, financial (and military) supremacy of the Western civilization, expressed in percentages in 

terms of foreign investments (Jones 299). We could see from the classification of multinationals at 

the beginning of the 21st century that the most important investments are coming from the English 

speaking states (the USA and the United Kingdom), a phenomenon that is the continuation of the 

economic supremacy of firms established by British entrepreneurs in the territories of the ex-British  

Empire. Jones is one of the authors who identified a first globalization already in the 19th century 

(17). He listed the advantages of cultural proximity as a main factor determining investments in a 

certain territory, which makes the largest foreign investments of corporations from the USA to be in 

Canada and in the United Kingdom. These investments are consequently a bridge to the other 

Member States of the European Union. 

To complete the picture offered by the economic data, one needs to remember that international 

institutions – most of them created after the WWII – are contributing to the status of English 

through its role as working language, in some cases as the only official language: the Organization of 

the United Nations ( the UN), the North-Atlantic Treaty Organization (the NATO), the World Health 

Organization (the WHO), the International Standard Organization (the ISO) and the World Trade 

Organization (the WTO). 

The fact is that in the European Union there are already some recent case-laws and decisions of 

the Court of Justice in Luxemburg related to Anglicisms and the use of English (especially in trade-

marks). 

It is obvious that the terminologies, as extra linguistically determined, are influenced by 

globalization. From the concepts in economy, technical and scientific fields, banking, electronic 

communication, where new meanings are created, global trends also involve the signifiers, the 

lexical units. Specialized communication, research, international treaties impose – and this happens 

on an every day basis – terminologies put into life by authors using English language. 

In the narrower context of the European Union, authors are already discussing and exploring the 

globalization of the terminologies (Busuioc & Cucu). As for the ‘language of globalization’, this 

undoubtedly is English, an evidence of present times as outlined by many studies in sociolinguistics 

or statistics (Călăraşu; Stoichiţoiu-Ichim; Coupland). 

 

2. New Vocabulary Items: Direct Effects – or Lexical Level Effects   

The basic notion is that the external world, the world of objects, is related to words, to the 

lexicon, in terms of reference in pragmatics theory (Carlson 2006). Moreover, this relationship is 

obvious in terminologies, and as I have first mentioned, I intend to enlarge the field of investigations 

to terminology, given that the linguists have focused almost exclusively on revealing the impact of 

globalization on natural languages lexicon.  

I will attempt to examine three domains: medical, electro technical, and banking. 

Element level effects can be assessed as damaging for individual national languages, as some 

(nationalist) publicists claim that they are ‘corrupting’ the ‘purity’ of those languages. But they can 

be considered also as beneficial effects, as they are enriching the individual languages. 

For the adepts of the ‘linguistic imperialism’ type of definining globalization, these effects are 

quantified and qualified as negative and dangerous. The fact is that in certain situations (every day 

conversation, electronic communication, experts environment) the discourse could seem to play 
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with two identities (local and global). This ‘code-switching’ between two languages could also be 

explained through the influence of cultural media devices. It could be seen only in extremis as 

threatening the national, local cultures and languages. For instance, some publicists writing for the 

Romanian popular media are complaining about the new language (‘romgleza’). They are followed 

by the general opinion; their impressions are spread and repeated by non-linguists. On the other 

side, linguists are aware of the impact English has on Romanian vocabulary and terminologies, they 

are developing ideas about the extent of this phenomenon, but they are not reacting in the manner 

the ‘popular’ journalists do: Avram (1997), Stoichiţoiu-Ichim (2004), Zafiu (2006). 

The equilibrium is expressed wonderfully by Avram, as she argues that the phenomenon is not 

new in Romanian and not a negative phenomenon in itself (as it is producing benefits, through 

stressing the Latin character of our language). Avram offers various perspectives on Anglicisms and 

sees the danger only in the fact that those words are not adapted to the Romanian structure and are 

kept in their original orthography even in workings dealing with language standardization. 

However, there are some objections to the inquiry conducted by (Romanian) linguists, chiefly by 

Avram, and the main one is that they are ignoring terminologies and are focusing exclusively on 

common language use and vocabulary. 

 

2.1. Loan Words. Tehnological Changes that Have Brought Globalization. 

As most Romanian linguists analysed colloquial and mass-media language, but (except 

Stoichiţoiu-Ichim) not scientific language or terminologies, the explanation is to be found in the fact 

that linguists addressed only randomly special terminologies. However, listening to the specialists’ 

voice and opinions, expressed especially in dictionaries prefaces, we will see that lexicology-

lexicography on the one hand, and terminology on the other hand, are raising different questions, 

that both those fields of linguistics are operating with and are observing different sets of rules. The 

common ground where their activities are really crossing is semantics. 

The president of the Romanian Academy, Ionel Haiduc, insists in the preface of the dictionary on 

the difference between linguists, experts in common language, and scientists, experts in scientific 

terminologies: “Uneori termeni comuni sunt adaptaţi pentru a descrie sensuri noi în ştiinţă, ceea ce 

poate genera confuzii grave pentru lingvistul familiarizat cu limbajul comun, dar nu şi cu noua 

terminologie ştiinţifică (DEX-ŞT: VII)”
2
. 

He is in fact stressing the pragmatic notion of reference. If two or more phrases have the same 

reference, it is not true that they have the same meaning (Carlson 78). The meaning is a convention 

and is given by how experts use phrases in a specific field. 

These are in fact the shortcomings of a linguistic approach (i.e. lexicological), based on a limited 

knowledge of common vocabulary and meanings, that ignores the new semantic developments of 

those common words in science. Haiduc was addressing both creating new terms and underlining 

certain consequences, the dramatic confusion generated by an approach that is operating with 

formal linguistic tools, but with no sufficient information about science. 

Related to this observation, I have to add another one that will express the effect of globalization 

on the link between common language and scientific terminologies, and the current dynamics of 

terminologies and the public conscience. Obviously, the pragmatic side of terminologies, through 

useful and unique definitions, is illustrated in defining concepts and not words, in the influence of 

terminologies on knowledge. 

It is very important to note that new terms in Romanian are not only of English origin, they are 

borrowed from French or German. 

For instance, terminology in DEX-ŞT can be classified by linguists, from an etymological 

perspective, according to: 

                                                 
2
Sometimes common terms are adapted to describe new meanings in science, a fact that may cause serious 

confusions for the linguist who is only accustomed to the common language, not with the new scientific 

terminology 
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– multiple origin, with a Latin root: admitanţă – Eng. admittance, Fr. admittance; 

– analizor – Eng. analyzer, Fr. analyseur; 

                         -antenă brad, with a recommended synonym: antenă os de peşte – Eng. Fishbone; 

antenna, Fr. antenne en arrêt de poisson; 

-antenă cu vârf rotitor [basic term], recommended synonym: antenă cu câmp rotitor; 

antenă cu câmp învârtitor – rotating-field antenna, Fr. antenne à champ tournant;  

 – English origin (where the core of the nominal group is of multiple origins): antenă 

microstrip – Eng. microstrip antenna, Fr. antenne microruban; 

– French origin (where the core of the nominal group is of multiple origins): antenă 

fluture – Eng. bat-wing antenna, Fr. antenne papillon; antenă lumânare – Eng. dielectric 

rod-radiator, Fr. antenne (en) cierge.  

 

Creativity in scientific terminology could be illustrated by the fact that one descriptor (for this 

demonstration: antenă), becomes the centre of various nominal groups (NPs). Antenă is listed in this 

dictionary in 169 entries, which I would classify as follows: 

 

                      –NPs with a single determinant, the most  frequent one: ~ antiparazit; ~ cu 

contragreutate; ~ exploratoare; ~ multibandă; ~ parabolică; ~ superturnichet 

-NGs with two determinants, that are: 

–in a metaphorical relation, linked directly to the center: ~ canal de undă 

–in cascade, with two-level determinants: ~ cu alimentare la mijloc; ~ cu 

prelucrare a semnalului; cu suprafeţe radiante; ~ de bandă largă; ~ independentă 

de frecvenţă; ~ în (formă de) T; ~ în V răsturnat; 

–directly linked (~ cu încărcare serie), 

–NGs with three determinants: ~ cu lob principal modelat; (~) horn sectorial cu reflector 

parabolic. 

 

Beside these structures, there are also terms where the centre antenă is not mandatory, and it 

could be replaced by a synonym: (~) dipol; (~) horn circular multimod; (~) horn multimod; (~) perdea 

de dipoli; (~) reţea conică; (~) reţea plană; (~) unipol. 

 

As for the term antenă turnichet, having as recommended synonym antenă turnantă, its origin is 

Fr. antenne tourniquet (and not the Eng. turnstile antenna). 

Regarding the term horn, a descriptor in Romanian, its origin is clearly the Eng. horn (antenna), 

and not the Fr. cornet, visible in its synonym, antenă (în formă de) cornet. Less preferred that cornet, 

the term horn does not seem a happy solution for the linguistic perspective. However, for the 

linguists’ distress, the dictionary also offers a term as antenă cu cornet, and its recommended 

synonym antenă roată de caşcaval, Eng. cheese antenna, Fr. antenne fromage. The metaphor is 

unique, throwing away the old assertion that technical language is not subjective! 

Having worked for the banking glossary (Bara 2007) on specific European Union legal texts, on 

European Central Bank guidelines, and in cooperation with experts from the National Bank of 

Romania, I could testify about the depth of Anglicisms phenomenon in this field. If the foundations 

of Romanian banking terminology are to be discovered in the 19th century, in French inspired 

terminology, nowadays the current trend is to adopt English terms, as in other domains. Banking 

terms as: operaţiuni swap, discount, operaţiune openmarket, poziţii “out-of-the-money”, poziţie spot, 

rată spread, contract de repo, et cetera, are used in official and legal publications, alongside terms 

that are acronyms for complex terms: instrumente financiare derivate tranzacţionate pe OTC (where 

OTC stands for: Over-the-Counter), sistem TARGET, sistem RTGS et cetera. It is almost rare to have a 

Romanian synonym, as operaţiune de report, operaţiune reversibilă, for operaţiune repo. 
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The methodological difficulties encountered in designing a research in this direction are 

significant, despite the fact that the linguistic analysis has displayed the existence of those 

phenomena and has given them special treatment. The language globalization is experienced and 

presented by linguists as omnipresent (e.g. Avram 1997, Görlach 2005, Coupland 2010), and their 

attitude, their related reactions are stretching from acceptance, ‘descriptive neutrality’, to 

(normative) action. 

Some of these intricate aspects have been addressed in the international conference Anglicisms 

in Europe, held at the University of Regensburg in Germany (for the link to the abstracts, see Zafiu 

2006). No survey of the linguistic effects of globalization would be complete without a look at the 

conclusions of the participants at this conference. Consequence of the European countries growing 

closeness, communication between them is giving English a key role as Lingua Franca. Authors from 

different countries gathered to discuss from pragmatic and sociolinguistic approaches the attitude 

toward this phenomenon, in terms of language policy, as well as specific terminologies in certain 

fields (banking, sports, media and advertising, IT) or the youth slang (names of clothes, drinks, music, 

and food products). Some of the effects identified in language use were related to: 

 

- choosing English (global) names for (local, national) companies as a means to impress 

clients by producing a successful image; 

- the formation and use of shortenings (abbreviations, acronyms) in sciences, in order to 

facilitate communication; 

- the impact of scientific shortenings on common language; 

-the linguistic influence, from simple loans to the syntactic level; 

-the stylistic and pragmatic motivation to use a language with prestige and 

expressiveness, as a mark of modernity, urbanity and internationalization, even through 

code-switching in every day conversation. 

 

2.2. Anglicisms and Their Adaptation to Romanian Language Norms 

Anglicisms could be defined as one global signifier for a universal signified. 

A pragmatic perspective on the quantity of relevant information necessary to be delivered within 

each sentence, the principles of clarity and brevity that underdetermine the scientific 

communication explain in fact that both adjectives hard and soft entered the Romanian language 

through the IT terminology. Those adjectives are used, in pair, at present in mass-media: ştire hard 

(hard news) and ştire soft (soft news), informaţie hard (hard information) and informaţie soft (soft 

information), relatare hard (hard report) and relatare soft (soft report), as well as in non translated 

phrases in political sciences texts, in defence and security studies: hard power and soft power. 

Nevertheless, they are translated in certain texts as: putere hard, putere soft and, recently, putere 

smart (smart power) – translated as putere inteligentă (Măgureanu). In fact, the smartpower is the 

name for a recent strategy created by the Obama administration, combining the two previous 

strategies (tough policy exerted through coercion and violence; the ability to exert power through 

seduction and persuasion). One could assert that at this moment China is implementing the soft 

power strategy, facilitating its economic influence. 

In her normative dictionary, Ioana Vintilă-Rădulescu (2009) accepted a long list of new words of 

English origin, not all of them special terms, but all those words being used by Romanian speakers 

and writers for more than a decade. Those words were not included in the last edition of the 

academic dictionary DOOM (2005), nor in the revised edition of DEX (2009). A short list would be 

worth to underline their pragmatic importance: ATM, cache, DVD, IBAN, ISBN, ISSN, killer, sitcom, 

USB, waterproof, WC, web, wireless, workshop, zoom. Pleading for the morphological adaptation of 

Anglicisms, Vintilă-Rădulescu recommends the right manner to write their plural forms: boarduri, 

clickuri, gadgeturi, itemuri, trenduri, weekenduri, but show-uri, party-uri, story-uri. In other cases, 

older Anglicisms (or words of different origins) being already phonetically adapted, it is considered 

right to treat them morphologically, for their plural, according to the vowel alternations specific in 
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Romanian words: adidaşi, bodyguarzi or  bodigarzi, boşi, brokeri, dealeri, rackeţi, waţi, paparazzi. In 

fact, this graphic solution is already sanctioned by generalized use. 

Despite Avram’s conservative view that Anglicisms must be adapted to Romanian morphological 

and phonetic patterns, Vintilă-Rădulescu is considering Anglicisms in an open and pragmatic 

approach focusing on them in a special insert. She is quoting both adapted loans from English to the 

Romanian linguistic system (a salubriza, a socializa) given the facility, in some cases, to assimilate 

them (master, server, sponsor, trend), and their high frequency in communication. Vintilă-Rădulescu 

prefers to stress the importance for those words to be used according to Romanian rules, in written 

and spoken language (dealer, mass-media, mouse, on-line, talk-show, trade-center, et cetera), rather 

than complain about the etymological trend. 

In line with this last opinion, Zafiu (2006) was aware that writing Anglicisms was under the 

influence of an old rule for neologisms in Romanian, that treated them as foreign words and spelled 

them as in the original language. Nevertheless, for a relatively short period, Romanian linguists were 

preaching that the correct way to write neologisms must be their phonetic image (aisberg instead of 

iceberg), but this trend came to an end after the year 1990. 

 

2.3. International Abbreviations and Acronyms 

There has to be considered, for pragmatic reasons, that in medical terminology – at least in the 

excellent dictionary I am referring to (Rusu 2007) – one can find the greatest number of such 

shortenings, i.e.: celule APUD or sistem APUD (Eng. Amin Precursor Uptake and Decarboxylation, 

translated in Rom. captarea şi decarboxilarea precursorilor aminici); stadializare TNM (Eng. TNM 

staging, where T – tumoră primară, N – noduli limfatici, M – metastaze); YOP (Yersinia Outer 

Protein). 

There are currently three editions of this dictionary, and in his introduction to the third one, 

Rusu’s attitude to Anglicism is to accept and to propose more entries. The author informs us that 

1651 new entries are enriching the new editions, from which a significant part (”o bună parte”) are 

”neologisme adoptate recent din limba engleză”
3
. Rusu is reasoning, as authors from other fields, 

that (American) English has became a real lingua franca and that it dominates medical terminology, 

deploring at the same time the fact that Romanians who are using English language are modifying 

medical terminology in an unacceptable way: under the English pressure, Rom. leziune is sometimes 

replaced by injurie [Rom. word meaning ‘offence’], from Eng. injury; and Rom. stare (a pacientului) is 

replaced by condiţie [Rom. word meaning ‘condition’], from Eng. condition (of a pacient). It seems 

that the phenomenon could be explained only through an insufficient knowledge of Romanian 

terms. As students in medicine are reading and studying more English handbooks, papers et cetera, 

their acquainttance with English medical terminology is responsible for the fact that they are 

replacing old Romanian terms with recent ones, as I have illustrated in a study dedicated to 

Anglicisms in medical language (Bara 2010). 

It also seems that the preference for Anglicisms is due to the young ’cosmopolitan’ attitude of 

having access to and freedom to use this terminology. 

As the present paper deals with the distinction between lexicon and terminologies, its focus will 

be the preference of acronyms in medical language. Abbreviations and symbols are complying with 

the rule of effective communication and most of them which are used frequently found their origin 

in English medical terminology (for example: APCKD – adult polycystic kidney disease – boala 

polichistică renală a adultului; BV – blood vessel – vas sanguin; CPB – cardiopulmonary bypass – 

circulaţie extracorporală; HAI – haemagglutination inhibition – inhibare a hemaglutinării; INR – 

International Normalized Ratio – indice obţinut din valoarea timpului de protrombină ridicată la o 

putere fracţionară). Those terms are also extensively used in Romanian medical legislation: EKG, CT, 

UIV, RRVS, IRM – all of them in the same text (MO 2010) and all of them referred at without the 

expanded form. 

                                                 
3
 Neologisms recently adopted from the English language 
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3. Lexical Rules: Indirect Effects – or System Level Effects 

     The fundamental question is whether global terminologies and concepts are already expressed in 

a universal language. An example of a global concept (and term) is strategy, a rather imprecise 

subject, with a terminology used in politics, academic literature and everyday operations despite its 

inconsistency. Other terms associated with strategy are: mission (purpose and direction), vision 

(desired future), objective (what is to be achieved), policy (what to do or not to do), strategic 

capability (resources, activities and processes). 

Related to the features of a strategy, there is another group of words (adjectives): sustainable, 

deliverable, competitive, et cetera. Even if sustainable and sustainability are English words of Latin 

origin (sus tenere ‘to uphold, or capable of being maintained’), in Romanian they are more likely to 

be used according to their French equivalents (durable and durabilité): durabil, durabiltate. We must 

underline that, if in the official documents written in Romanian (especially those published in the 

Official Journal of the European Union), the French text source is given an undeniable first choice 

position, in other types of discourse (scientific or informal even in the political field), the general 

perception is that English terms are increasingly preferred. At this point of our argumentation, it 

seems necessary to develop the idea and elaborate on this paradox. 

 

3.1. Standardization 

This phenomenon could be intuitively detected, at least in the medicine field, terminology is 

subject to a wide process of standardization through Anglicisms (Bara 2010), user-friendly names for 

procedures, devices, schemes of treatment, given the benchmarking approach in legislation and the 

facility to use abbreviated terms (HIV, INR, et cetera). 

An indirect effect at the level of the linguistic system could be taken into consideration at this 

point of our discussion, as it is operating at a morphological level. This is a scale effect, noticeable as 

a result of progressive accumulation, enriching the class of Romanian neutral nouns, whose plural is 

– uri. The Latin inherited words layer is chronologically the first one, where the roots of this class can 

be found: arcuri, locuri, mănunchiuri, noduri, ochiuri, prânzuri, rosturi, schimburi and lately in 

neologisms created from Latin inherited words: bunuri, drepturi, straturi, venituri. The class was 

constantly enlarged through adapted loans from Slavic languages: ceaiuri, dealuri, goluri, grajduri, 

hornuri, lanţuri, nămoluri, oţeluri, poduri, praguri, rânduri, şanţuri, temeiuri, uleiuri; from Hungarian: 

chipuri, gânduri, gâturi, neamuri, sălaşuri, tărâmuri, vicleşuguri; from Modern Greek: torturi, 

drumuri, plictisuri, zahăruri; from Turkish: dulapuri, iaurturi, tertipuri; from German: ştranduri, 

şuruburi et cetera. 

For instance, all nouns with a final stressed vowel in French are adapted to neutral in Romanian: 

barouri, birouri, cadouri, depouri, deşeuri, furouri, godeuri, indigouri, jubileuri, lingouri, loturi, 

mantouri metrouri, panouri, pleduri, tablouri, tangouri. French words with a final consonant are 

equally entering this class: acorduri, aeroporturi, apeluri, atacuri, becuri, blocuri, cabluri, cauciucuri, 

cupluri, elanuri, ghiduri, globuri, grupuri, fluxuri, hoteluri, importuri, impulsuri, împrumuturi, 

lichioruri, moduri, planuri, porturi, profiluri, profituri, racorduri, raporturi, regimuri, riscuri, roluri, 

sensuri, şocuri, terenuri, titluri. Lately, most of Anglicisms are shaped in this morphological pattern, 

both full lexemes (backupuri, backgrounduri, banduri, benchmarkuri, bipuri, body-uri, bonusuri, 

clickuri, feedbackuri, marketuri, mouse-uri, show-uri, trenduri, weekenduri et cetera), and acronyms 

(ABSuri, ATM-uri, PDF-uri, RMN-uri). 

Moreover, special terminologies are sources for this paradigm of Romanian neutral: airbaguri, 

aseturi, boomuri, briefinguri, branduri, bypassuri, carduri, clipuri, drafturi, holdinguri, huburi, 

imputuri, showroomuri, softuri, spoturi, standuri, summituri, thinktankuri, workshopuri. 

 

3.2. Formalization 

This is an epistemological argument, that rests on the development of formulae and symbols in 

modern sciences (mathematics, chemistry, IT). 
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Formalization is detectable in medical terminology (Rusu 2007) in the process of creating new 

terms from a hyperonym (disease, sign, syndrome, or test), by adding the name of a savant, a 

researcher, an inventor, such as: Flegel’s disease, Larsen-Johansson’s disease, Petzetakis’ disease, 

Charles Bell’s sign, Siegert’s sign, Vincent’s sign, Perthes test. 

This indirect standardization is manifest also, for centuries and in no direct link to globalization, in 

technical terminology in the preference for terms associating a common noun to a personal noun: 

cuptor Héroult (Eng. direct arc-furnace), cuptor electric cu încălzire directă Girard (Eng. Girard 

furnace), cuptor Martin (Eng. open-hearth Martin furnace). 

 

3.3. The Universal Language 

At the same time, loans from English or even Anglicisms – at their turn of French or Latin origins – 

are consolidating the French layer of loans in Romanian: abuzuri, capitaluri, carteluri, cazuri, cicluri, 

cimenturi, coduri, conturi, costuri, droguri, eforturi, exporturi, fonduri, importuri, impulsuri, preţuri, 

profituri, seturi, suporturi, tipuri, traficuri, transferuri, transporturi. In a general attempt to see the 

effects of globalization, it could be said that through English, there is a huge influence of Latin 

heritage, a Western cultural feature, that is spread on other languages. 

However, there are terms of wide circulation, labelled as ‘international’, regardless of their 

etymology. We could exemplify this category with words from English (iceberg, summit, week-end), 

form French (chef, cordon bleu, gallé, pinot, sauvignon), Italian (adagio, gorgonzolla, mozzarella, 

pizza, ravioli), Japanese (kamikaze, karaoke, origami), Spanish (macho, malaga) or other languages. 

One may assert that an important effect of globalization – through tourism – is to spread traditional 

and local food names in other parts of the globe. Apart from the European culinary terms already 

quoted (Italian and French), some other examples are from Arabic (kebab, falafel, shawarma), Indian 

(tandoori chicken) or from the American English (burger, milkshake). 

In a pragmatic perspective, in her study and conference from 2006, Zafiu analysed a selected 

corpus (“a press language corpus and a collection of debates on various Internet forums, as well as 

some answers to special questionnaires”) and found that dominant language attitudes in the 

Romanian society are very favourable to Anglicisms. Social affirmation and prestige are the values 

associated to the use of Anglicism, even in cases where the Romanian synonyms exist. Zafiu stated 

that, in such cases, Romanian equivalents are labelled as “popular” or “archaic”. However, we must 

insist here that her corpus is representative for the colloquial, informal level and not for the special 

terminologies. 

Usage and social practices are responsible for how the new information is imparted, through the 

“chains of usage”, the electronic global communication. 

Moreover, from the banking field there is a signal that a linguistic union (in Europe, at least) could 

better support the already shaped, even if not achieved, economic, monetary and political union: 

“un factor unificator trebuie să existe: o limbă oficială. Cred că este timpul ca englezei să-i fie 

recunoscut oficial acest statut în Europa”
4
 (Valentin Lazea, chief economist, National Bank of 

Romania). 

 

4. Some Conclusions 

Languages as a communication tool are used by persons, members of all communities, compact 

ones (state, region, area, locality) or network-shaped (social, professional) to exchange information 

about and in the economic and social frame of the reality they belong to. If such a community is 

culturally sophisticated, the language it uses will reflect this degree of sophistication in the 

vocabulary (both common and specialized), at a syntactic level, in the stylistic registers and in the 

variety of types of discourse. The more a community has evolved, the more their members’ 

communication needs are differentiated, and the more its tools for exchanging information will be 

                                                 
4
There needs to be a unifying factor: an official language. I think it is high time for Europe to officially 

acknowledge this status for the English language. 
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appropriate. Time related, this phenomenon is also a process taking different paces according to 

societal developments. Therefore, if we examine the languages of less developed, less complex 

communities, economically and socially, we will see that they suffice and meet adequately the 

communication needs of those communities’ members. However, comparatively, their language 

would have lesser tools to express developed cognitive contents. 

The difference is not coming from the status of linguistic systems, potentially equivalent, but 

from the actual way this potential is put to work. The language of a community which has a rich 

knowledge and names for objects, processes, actions, ideas, will be richer, more sophisticated than 

the language of a community lacking these distinctions in its own culture. 

Similarly, the analyse of texts published in the European Union Official Journal shows that 

Anglicisms are not a threat to Romanian terminologies, since French (and Latin) patterns are still 

powerful and they are a strong tool in standardization. 

Further research is required to answer questions as: Is there a rationale to be afraid of linguistic 

globalization? Is there a rationale to distinguish between (to much) items or foreign origin today and 

in the 19th century in a language like Romanian, given its history and its multiple etymological 

layers? 

Since terminologies are part of communicational processes, involving speakers’ and listeners’ 

intentions and real practices, linguists have not to be worry about English present day’s lingua 

franca, and about global terminologies. 
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